Drug Prescription Strategies in the Treatment of Patients With Fibromyalgia
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Objective: To analyze prescription strategies followed by rheumatologist specialized in fibromyalgia (FM) treatment.

Methods: A prospective, multicentric, 3-month follow-up study with two visits. The drug treatment was started following usual clinical practice conditions. Prescription of benzodiazepines, hypnotics, anticonvulsants and antidepressants were those mainly studied. Clinical evaluation was performed by the ICAF (combined index of affection in patients with fibromyalgia) questionnaire. The most frequent strategies and their size effect were calculated.

Results: A total of 232 patients attending 15 rheumatology centers were included. The introduction of an anticonvulsant or an antidepressant was the most common drug strategies followed in 17.7% and 14.7% of patients, respectively. Both strategies produced a statistically significant clinical improvement. The most effective strategy (with an effect size of nearly 1) was the introduction of both drugs (6.5% patients), which increased the antidepressants effect size in 50% and 100% for anticonvulsants. The strategy of not changing the number of drug prescriptions was the most frequent (35.8% patients) but no significant clinical improvement was found in these patients. Some other strategies were very uncommon and have not been analyzed in this study.

Conclusion: The introduction of anticonvulsants or antidepressants, in an isolated or combined form, produces a significant clinical improvement in FM patients. The most effective drug strategy is the introduction of both drugs at the same time. The least effective strategy is not to change the number of drug prescriptions.

© 2012 Elsevier España, S.L. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Treatment of patients with fibromyalgia (FM) is currently showing difficulties. The different treatments being used have not yet obtained the satisfactory results expected which is why patients with FM continue to maintain the same clinical manifestations even many years after being diagnosed.\(^1\)

Pharmacological treatment options are quite broad because many drugs that act on the central nervous system may have beneficial effects in these patients.\(^2,3\) Analgesic, anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), antidepressants, anticonvulsants, benzodiazepines and other drugs that act on the central nervous system are used as the first line treatment in patients with FM, although in most cases are not directed towards the treatment overall disease, but only to address some of the symptoms.

However, due to the many adverse effects of these drugs also, one must be aware of what they can each contribute to the treatment of fibromyalgia and prevent overmedication, a problem often seen in these patients.

On the other hand, there are no studies to determine what type of drug is most effective, or what sequence or association should be used to obtain the best possible results.

Therefore, in this situation, when administering a drug to treat fibromyalgia not only choosing among several possibilities is the responsibility of the physician, but also knowing what strategy is the most effective.

The aim of this paper is to analyze the different strategies of drug treatment followed by rheumatologists specializing in the treatment of patients with FM and determine which ones are most effective.

Methods

Patients

Men and women over 18 years with the diagnosis of FM according to the criteria of the American College of Rheumatology\(^4\) were consecutively included, between January and April 2007. The patients came from the outpatient clinics of rheumatology of 15 different centers throughout Spain (project ICAF).

All physicians who participated in the study were selected for their special dedication to the treatment of patients with fibromyalgia. Before the study began, there was a meeting with all participating centers to standardize performance criteria between different doctors, as recommended by the consensus document of the Spanish Society of Rheumatology on fibromyalgia.\(^2\)

Exclusion criteria were cardiopulmonary or other crippling diseases, morbid obesity, inflammatory rheumatic diseases and unbalanced psychiatric diseases. We also excluded those patients involved in reporting disability claims, litigation or any type of compensation processes.

The study protocol was approved by the ethics committee of clinical research at the Hospital General Universitario Gregorio Marañón in Madrid.

Study Design

This is a prospective study with 2 separate visits over a period of 3 months for establishing a drug treatment in routine clinical practice conditions.

At the initial visit, after signing the informed consent document, the patient was interviewed face to face and sociodemographic, clinical variables were collected, as were drugs currently being used to treat fibromyalgia.

Clinical evaluation was performed using the recently validated ICAF questionnaire for our population.\(^5,6\) It consists of 4 factors: emotional, physical, active coping and passive coping as well as an overall score. ICAF assesses emotional aspects, such as anxiety and depression, and the impact they have on the patient’s social environment (emotional factor). It also assesses the patient’s functional capacity, fatigue, sleep quality and pain (physical factor) and the way in which the patient confronts her illness (factors of active and passive coping). As for how to score: the higher the score of each factor and the overall score, the worse the patient’s clinical condition except in active coping indicating that the patient has more resources to address the disease (Annex 2 “Combined allocation index in patients with fibromyalgia (ICAF). Spanish version”).

The evaluation of drugs mainly included is that acts on the central nervous system: benzodiazepines, hypnotics, antidepressants, anticonvulsants, antihistamines, antipsychotics, and analgesics, opioids and NSAIDs.

Then the new treatment was prescribed according to usual clinical practice conditions, with the physician specialist modifying the treatment that the patient had been undergoing if they felt ill. The specialist advised all patients to undergo physical exercise in a generic way, but other non-pharmacological treatments such as psychological therapy, relaxation techniques, acupuncture, or massage diets were kept in the same preconditions that the patient had been subjected to. No other recommendation was performed and there was neither special treatment nor any limitation for prescription drug treatment in any of the centers where the study was undertaken.

At the final visit the same evaluations were performed again, same as were made at the first visit and the drugs the patient was taking again quantified.

Statistical Analysis

Before beginning the analysis, patient data were carefully reviewed to study the distribution of frequencies and detect defects collection. Data for ICAF scores are expressed in scores T, as previously described in the work original.\(^5\)

In the statistical analysis compared the number and type of drugs used in the initial visit compared to the final visit, as well as differences in the overall score and each of the factors of the ICAF.

Missing data were resolved following 2 strategies: data for the initial visit were used as vertical median for each group, and lost data from the final visit were completed by dragging the data from the initial visit, considering more conservative procedure.

We performed a descriptive statistical analysis of data on both visits and compared it using the t-test for related samples for the differences between the scores of the initial and final views.
To evaluate treatment efficacy between the two visits we calculated the effect size. The effect size is an index that expresses the magnitude of a change\(^2\); that is, an index of how much the difference between two groups is. The magnitude of the effect size is measured according to the categories proposed by Cohen, which considers a value \(>0.8\) as large, between 0.5 and 0.2 as moderate and \(<0.2\) as small.

We used the statistical software version 17.0 SPSS WIN for statistical analysis and considered significant a \(P<0.05\).

**Results**

We included 232 patients in the analysis, 98% women, mean age 47.7±8.6 years and duration of disease 4.3±4.0 years. All physicians provided approximately the same number of patients per study.

The number of drugs to treat FM was 3.1±1.6 drugs/patient at the initial visit, with the distribution shown in Table 1. After treatment the number of drugs rose to 3.4±1.9 drugs/patient (\(P<0.017\)) in the final visit. The major changes between the two visits occurred between NSAIDs, antidepressants, benzodiazepines and anticonvulsants (Table 1).

For further analysis we only took into account drugs that act directly on the central nervous system and analgesics and NSAIDs were discarded. Moreover, the consumption of hypnotics has added the use of benzodiazepines, since in many cases they are also used to induce sleep.

The most significant changes were: an increase in the number of antidepressants, from 0.50±0.50 to 0.71±0.45 (\(P<0.0001\)) antidepressants/patient an increase number of anticonvulsants, from 0.14±0.35 to 0.41±0.49 (\(P<0.0001\)) anticonvulsants/patient, and a reduction in the number of benzodiazepines, from 0.48±0.50 to 0.38±0.48 (\(P<0.001\)) benzodiazepines/patient. Regarding the number of drugs introduced into treatment only one was introduced in 87 patients in 15 patients 2 were entered and in 4 patients 3 drugs were introduced simultaneously.

From the point of view of clinical manifestations, there was a significant improvement between the initial and the final visits affecting the emotional and physical factors, active coping and overall score in the total group of patients.

**Specific Strategies for Change in Treatment and its Consequences**

Specific strategies for change in the treatment followed by physicians in the study were to add an anticonvulsant alone (17.7% patients), adding an antidepressant alone (14.7% patients) or add both drugs simultaneously (6.5% of patients).

However, it is noteworthy that the most common strategy was to stop all treatment in 35.8% of patients. Within this group, 26% of patients not taking medication for central nervous system, but 25% of them took one, 36% took 2 and 11% took 3 of the drugs.

The remaining strategies were varied and were used in 25.3% of patients. In many cases, the strategy involved the suspension of a drug replaced by the introduction of another, so it was difficult to assess their effectiveness individually.

At the initial visit, we found no statistically significant differences between treatment groups in the baseline variables studied: age, sex, duration of disease, time since diagnosis or employment status. There were also no differences in baseline total score of ICAF or any of its four factors (Table 2).

When considering the therapeutic measures taken subsequently, we analyzed two situations: the presence or absence of changes. When comparing patients in which a drug was discontinued (\(n=26\)) with those where a drug was introduced (\(n=102\)), the only significant difference was that the emotional factor scored higher (worse emotional score) compared to the group of patients where a drug was introduced (49.77±8.87 vs 54.45±9.92, \(P=0.02\)), but no significant differences in other factors or the overall score.

The group of patients who underwent the strategy and in whom the treatment was not modified, there was no additional benefits for patients. Overall ICAF score and its factors were not significantly changed in this group of patients between the initial and final visits.

In the group of patients in whom the strategy was to add only an anticonvulsant, there were significant differences in emotional and physical factors as well as the overall score with a moderate effect size (Table 2).

At the other group of patients in which only an antidepressant was added, there were also significant differences in the overall score and the emotional and physical factors with a slightly higher effect size than in the previous group (Table 2). Note that the greatest effect among the factors was achieved in the physical component of ICAF.

Finally, in the patient group in which the strategy was the introduction of both drugs, antidepressant and anticonvulsant effects were the greatest of all figures with effect size close to 1 (Table 2).

While the strategy of adding an antidepressant or an anticonvulsant was generally made exclusively, a change in strategy with benzodiazepines was not as smooth. These were added and suspended exclusively in about the same number of patients, but also changes in benzodiazepines more often accompanied the introduction or withdrawal of the other 2 drugs. Regardless of changes in the other 2 drugs, overall benzodiazepines were discontinued in 36 patients and were added as new drug in only 3 patients. The analysis of the strategy to discontinue benzodiazepines produced an improvement in the overall score and in all factors except passive coping (data not shown).

**Discussion**

In this paper we have analyzed some of the most common strategies of drug administration followed by a group of physicians with special attention to the treatment of patients with FM, in conditions of medical practice. The results suggest that certain changes in the drug delivery strategy are accompanied by significant changes in clinical status of patients.

As a general strategy, there was a significant increase in the total number of drugs used to treat patients and more often involve the introduction of a single drug.

Some of the treatment strategies were used more often than others by the physicians of this study, and among them, strategies to individually incorporate an antidepressant, an anticonvulsant or both drugs simultaneously were clearly more frequent. Other strategies, for example stopping benzodiazepines, were used, and although there were indications that it may also be beneficial, it could not be tested due to the small number of patients in this...
situation since this strategy was accompanied, often, in exchange for some other drugs.

However, the strategy of not making changes to the treatment was the most frequent of all affecting 36% of patients. However, in these patients the clinical evaluation of the initial and final visits showed no significant differences in the clinical situation of patients.

There remains considerable skepticism regarding FM and a fairly widespread opinion among physicians is that drug treatment does not provide much benefit so the patients are often only treated with drugs to treat symptoms of pain, mainly analgesics and NSAIDs.

One possible explanation may lie in the fact that in the European Union there is no indication of drug treatment in FM, while in the U.S., the FDA has approved 2 drugs, dual antidepressants and inhibitors of serotonin and norepinephrine ( duloxetine and milnacipram), and an anticonvulsant drug (pregabalin) for this indication. Therefore, in the European Union, these drugs can only be given when dealing with clinical manifestations for which they are approved; however, in many FM patients these clinical manifestations are not exactly the most relevant.

In this sense, the finding in our study that the only difference between patients to whom drugs were introduced and those to which the drug was discontinued, emotional factors, which measure anxiety and depression, confirm that these drugs were prescribed to treat these symptoms and not others such as pain, fatigue, and functional capacity as measured by the physical factor.

A meta-analysis has shown that various recent antidepressants produce a particularly favorable effect on pain, sleep, mood, fatigue and mood status changes, but with a low effect size in relation to perceived quality of life. Something similar happens with anticonvulsants, which have also shown that there is a degree of hard evidence that pregabalin and gabapentin produced improvement in pain and sleep, but not on fatigue or mood alterations.

In our work we found that administration of an antidepressant or an anticonvulsant individually improves the patient’s general condition with a moderate effect size. However, when added both at the same time the effect size increases by almost 50% compared to antidepressants and up to 100% with respect to anticonvulsants. This finding is consistent with that recently suggested by some authors.

However, we cannot rule that the mere change of drug treatment, adding 2 new drugs, could have a positive impact beyond their specific effect. The change itself and the expectations of the patient before can have a therapeutic effect.

It is noteworthy that the major effect of these drugs occurs precisely on the physical factor of ICAF followed the emotional factor. The factors of active and passive coping did not change significantly, as there are ways in which patients cope with the disease and are not modified in the short term by the introduction of a drug. Moreover, there was a similar number of patients to whom only benzodiazepines were suspended or added, suggesting that some strategies are not shared unanimously by all physicians.

The main limitation of this study is that it has not been able to evaluate all possible strategies of drug administration but only those most frequently followed by doctors, and we cannot conclude on which is the most effective strategy. Originally the study was not designed for it so the results are only for guidelines on clinical practice in the sample of clinical units involved in the study.

Another limitation is that some variables were not analyzed in this study and yet may behave as potential confounders. Variables such as comorbidity, or treatment followed for this, and were not evaluated in our study and may affect results obtained in relation to the effectiveness of different strategies.

Although it initially was not recommended that researchers change the preconditions of psychological therapy or physical exercise, it is possible that over the 3-month follow-up study period there was some sort of modification that may have influenced the results.
We note that the importance of this study is that it allows us to know which are the main strategies of prescription drugs for fibromyalgia patients followed in our environment and in conditions of medical practice. Although data from our study cannot ensure the best possible strategy, we found some evidence to suggest that among the most common strategies some of them might be superior to others. These findings should be tested in future studies.
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**Annex 1.**

ICAF group: Alegre C. (Hospital Vall de Hebrón, Barcelona), Belenguer R. (Hospital 9 de Octubre, Valencia), Belmonte M. (Hospital General de Castellón, Castellón), Beltrán J. (Hospital General de Castellón, Castellón), Blanch J. (Hospital IMAS, Barcelona), Collado A. (Hospital Clinic, Barcelona), Fernández Dapica P. (Hospital Universitario 12 de Octubre, Madrid), Francisco Hernández F.M. (Hospital Dr. Negrín, Gran Canaria), García Monforte A. (Hospital Universitario Gregorio Marañón, Madrid), González Hernández T. (IPR, Madrid), González Polo J. (Hospital Universitario La Paz, Madrid), Hidalgo C. (Centro Reumatológico, Salamanca), Mundo J. (Hospital Clinic, Barcelona), Muñoz Carreño P. (Hospital General, Guadalajara), Vallejo I. (Hospital Clinic, Barcelona), Vidal J. (Hospital General, Guadalajara).
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